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Volume A 

 

1. Based on the survivorship rule shown below, which statement is correct?  

SIZEOF(b.StreetName) < SIZEOF(c.StreetName)  

 

A. The length of the street name of the shortest name will be the one selected  

 

B. The length of the street name with the longest name will be the one selected  

 

C. The length of the street name of the Current will be less than the length of the street name of the Best 

record  

 

D. The length of the street name of the Best record will always be greater than the length street name of 

the Current record  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

2. Which 2 of the following elements are needed to define a survive rule in the Expression Builder? 

(Choose two)  

 

A. An Operand  

 

B. A Target Field  

 

C. A Frequency Token  

 

D. A best record from the column list  

 

E. A common record from the columns list  

 

Answer: B,D  

 

 

3. Which statement describes what is required for Survivorship?  

 

A. Data has to have been matched.  

 

B. Data has to have been standardized into its parsed tokens  
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C. A field must be selected to identify how records are grouped  

 

D. Data has to have been passed through QualityStage UNDUP stage  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

4. To create a valid Survive rule, which of these statements indicates the correct tasks?  

 

A. Select a target and select a technique  

 

B. Select a column to analyze and choose a technique  

 

C. Select a target, select a column and select a technique  

 

D. Select a target, select a technique and enter a Complex Survive Expression  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

5. If you wanted the duplicate record from the banking source system to be the survivor, which rule below 

would accomplish this?  

 

A. c.SourceSystem = ANKING?and c.MatchType = A?c.SourceSystem = ?ANKING?and c.MatchType 

= ?A  

 

B. c.SourceSystem = ANKING?and c.MatchType <> A?c.SourceSystem = ?ANKING?and c.MatchType 

<> ?A  

 

C. c.SourceSystem = ANKING?and c.MatchType = UP?c.SourceSystem = ?ANKING?and c.MatchType 

= ?UP  

 

D. c.SourceSystem = ANKING?and b.MatchType = UP?c.SourceSystem = ?ANKING?and b.MatchType 

= ?UP  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

6. Which of the following is true about the purpose of the OVR file?  

 

A. This file is not used in the rules processing at all  

 

B. This file allows the user to change the output layout  
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C. This file allows the user to add edits to unhandled data  

 

D. This allows tokens to be added and changed as needed  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

7. Which of the following would you make an entry in to remove all occurrences of a character from the 

input data?  

 

A. SEPLIST  

 

B. STRIPLIST  

 

C. PARSER RULES  

 

D. UNHANDLED PATTERN  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

8. When building a new custom rule set, what component is optional?  

 

A. Pattern Action  

 

B. Override tables  

 

C. Classification tables  

 

D. Classification values  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

9. What pattern would process the string ?ST & MAIN ST??  

 

A. + | &| ? | T  

 

B. + | \& | ? | T  

 

C. < | \& | ? | T  

 

D. > | \& | ? | T  
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Answer: D  

 

 

10. Given the following scenario:  

 
What is the result in {StreetName} if the input string is "123 OLD CHERRY HILL RD" ?  

 

A. OLDCHERRY  

 

B. OLD CHERRY  

 

C. OLDCHERRYHILL  

 

D. OLD CHERRY HILL  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

11. Which of these actions can NOT be accomplished in the rules override file?  

 

A. Reclassify a single token  

 

B. Remap input data to new fields  

 

C. Drop tokens that are unwanted  

 

D. Add a new dictionary output field  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

12. Which two statements are guidelines for using overrides? (Choose two)  

 

A. Minimize overrides to key words to provide additional context in a pattern.  

 

B. Apply classification overrides to key words to provide additional context in a pattern.  

 

C. Minimize the number of overrides required to achieve the desired result, so as to avoid the possibility of 

negative side effects on normal processing.  
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D. Maximize the number of overrides required to achieve the desired result, so as to avoid the possibility 

of negative side effects on normal processing.  

 

E. Never apply classification overrides to key words to provide additional context in a pattern.  

 

Answer: B,C  

 

 

13. What are 3 main components required for use in a QualityStage rule set?  

 

A. TBL, PAT, CLS  

 

B. SET, CLS, UPL  

 

C. RUL, SET, CLS  

 

D. DCT, PAT, CLS  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

14. After an override has been added to a rule set and you rerun the job, the results are the same as 

before the change. What step needs to take place?  

 

A. Save the job  

 

B. Compile the job  

 

C. Provision the rule  

 

D. Copy to the Quality folder  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

15. Which of these patterns represents the following string '115 1/2 South Oak St' ?  

 

A. ^ | ^ | D | T  

 

B. ^ | ^ | * | ^ | D | ?  

 

C. ^ | ^ | %| ^ | ? | T  
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